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I

n a decision that could have immediate and far-reaching impact on state bar associations and other state
regulatory boards, a divided Supreme Court has ruled
that a board controlled by active members of the

profession or market it regulates does not have immunity from anticompetitive conduct under the Sherman
Antitrust Act. Thus, a North Carolina State dental board
controlled by practicing dentists ran afoul of the act by
ordering non-dentists to cease and desist from offering
teeth-whitening products and services. N.C. State Bd.
of Dental Exam’rs v. FTC. The ruling could spur states
to supervise state bar associations and other regulatory
bodies more actively, or to change the boards’ makeup
to prevent their control by those they regulate.
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board moved to dismiss the FTC’s claim,
arguing that state-action antitrust immunity
protected its conduct.
An administrative law judge (ALJ)
denied the board’s motion. The ALJ reasoned that, even assuming the board
acted pursuant to a clearly articulated state
policy, it was a “public/private hybrid” that
must be actively regulated by the state
to claim immunity. On appeal, the FTC
rejected the board’s argument that it acted
in the interest of public safety, noting that
“a wealth of evidence” suggested that
“non-dentists provided (sic) teeth whitening is a safe cosmetic procedure.” The FTC
affirmed the ALJ’s ruling and ordered the
board to stop sending cease-and-desist
letters to non-dentists who offered teethwhitening services and products and to
issue notices to recipients of the ceaseand-desist letters advising them of the
board’s lack of authority to prevent them
from engaging in teeth-whitening services.
On appeal, the United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit affirmed
the FTC in all respects. The board then
sought review by the United States
Supreme Court, which granted certiorari.
Maj o r i t y: D o B oa r d s Hav e
S tat e - Ac t i o n I m m u n i t y ?
S tat e L i c e ns i n g B oa r d S h u t s D o w n C o m p e t i t i o n

North Carolina’s State Board of Dental Examiners comprises eight members, six of
whom are dentists elected by other North Carolina dentists. The other two members
are a licensed dental hygienist, elected by other hygienists, and a consumer, appointed
by the governor. The board is empowered to “regulate the practice of dentistry,” including the administration and enforcement of a licensing system for dentists and the promulgation of rules and regulations governing the practice of dentistry, provided those
mandates are consistent with state law and are approved by a commission appointed
by the state legislature. The board does not have power over unlicensed persons purporting to practice dentistry. Rather, it has to file a lawsuit like “any resident citizen” to
restrain anyone the board believes may be unlawfully practicing dentistry.
In the 1990s, dentists and hygienists, including most of the board members at the time,
began providing teeth-whitening services in North Carolina, some earning substantial fees
from that service. While North Carolina law prohibits the unauthorized practice of dentistry,
it is silent on whether that prohibition covers teeth whitening as part of dental practice.
By 2003, non-dentists were offering the same services and charging lower fees than
dentists. Dentists complained to the board about the lower fees, and the board investigated—though neither of the non-dentists on the board participated in the investigation.
By 2006, the board had decided that teeth whitening was “dentistry” and issued at least
47 cease-and-desist letters to non-dentists who were providing teeth-whitening services.
Not long after, non-dentists stopped offering teeth-whitening services in North Carolina.
F T C F i n d s B oa r d ’ s Ac t i o ns A n t i c o m p e t i t i v e

In 2010, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) filed an administrative action against the board,
alleging that its conduct of excluding non-dentists from the market for teeth whitening constituted unfair competition in violation of section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The

The issue before the Supreme Court,
according to the majority, was whether
the board’s anticompetitive conduct was
entitled to state-action immunity under
the act. The Court held that because a
controlling number of the board’s decision makers are active market participants
in the occupation the board regulates, the
board has state-action antitrust immunity
only if it was subject to active supervision
by the state, which it was not in this case.
Citing precedents for the proposition
that the act serves a critical purpose in
enhancing the nation’s free market system, the Court also noted that “[i]f every
duly enacted State law or policy were
required to conform to the mandates of
the . . . Act, thus promoting competition
at the expense of other values a State
may deem fundamental, federal antitrust
law would impose an impermissible burden on the States’ power to regulate.”
The Court relied on a 1943 case,
Parker v. Brown, which held that states’
anticompetitive conduct is immune
from liability under federal antitrust laws
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when states are acting in their sovereign
capacity. In Parker, the Court determined
that a marketing program aimed at stabilizing raisin production, which had
been created by California law and was
administered by state officials, was not
rendered invalid by the act. The Parker
Court reached its conclusion despite the
fact that 95 percent of California’s raisin
crops found its way through interstate
and foreign commerce and the program
restrained competition from inter- and
intrastate raisin producers.
Parker’s central teaching, the Supreme
Court noted, was the recognition that
Congress sought to embody in the act “the
federalism principle that the States possess a significant measure of sovereignty
under our Constitution.” Following Parker,
the Court applied this principle to a private trade association’s anticompetitive
conduct in California Retail Liquor Dealers
Ass’n v. Midcal Aluminum, Inc. In Midcal,
the Court concluded that California’s wine
pricing system—which required all wine
producers and wholesalers to file their
trade contracts with the state—constituted
price maintenance in violation of the act
because the wine producer, a non-sovereign actor, holds the power to prevent
price competition by dictating the prices
charged by wholesalers.
S tat e R e g u l at o r y B oa r d s A r e
N o t S ov e r e i g n Ac t o r s

The North Carolina Board Court noted
that, under Midcal, a non-sovereign actor
is a body that is not itself a state sovereign
automatically entitled to immunity. Here,
the Court concluded that the board was
not a sovereign state actor: “[W]hile the
Sherman Act confers
immunity on the States’
own anticompetitive policies out of
respect for federal-

ism, it does not always confer immunity where, as here, a State delegates control over a
market to a non-sovereign actor.”
Applying Parker and Midcal, the Court concluded that when non-sovereign actors,
who are active market participants, engage in anticompetitive conduct, state-action
immunity attaches only if two elements are satisfied: (1) the anticompetitive conduct in
question is “clearly articulated and affirmatively expressed as State policy”; and (2) the
state “actively supervises” that policy.
The Court assumed, as did the parties, that the board satisfied the first element. But the
Court concluded that the second element was not present because the board received no
active supervision from the state when it sent cease-and-desist letters to the non-dentists.
E t h i ca l I m p l i cat i o ns o f S tat e - D e l e g at e d P o w e r t o Ma r k e t
Pa r t i c i pan t s

Manifest in the analysis of whether Parker immunity shielded the board’s conduct was an
ethical concern about professionals regulating themselves and others with limited state
involvement. The Court emphasized that “[l]imits on State-action immunity are most essential when the State seeks to delegate its regulatory power to active market participants, for
established ethical standards may blend with private anticompetitive motives in a way difficult for even market participants to discern.” While the act defers to state action in the interest of federalism, it “does not authorize the States to abandon markets to the unsupervised
control of active market participants, whether trade associations or hybrid agencies.”
In concluding that the board failed to receive active state supervision, the Court
focused on whether the board’s conduct was aimed at upholding an actual state policy
or appeared to substantially benefit private members. The opinion referred to Goldfarb
v. Virginia State Bar, which held that just because a “State Bar is a State agency for some
limited purposes does not create an antitrust shield that allows it to foster anticompetitive practices for the benefits of its members.”
D i ss e n t: B oa r d Has S tat e - Ac t i o n I m m u n i t y

Justice Alito, in a dissenting opinion joined by Justices Scalia and Thomas, posited that
Parker protects state agencies, the board is a state agency, “and that is the end of the
matter. By straying from this simple path, the Court has not only distorted Parker; it has
headed into a morass.” The majority opinion, Justice Alito asserts, may have a profound,
but unclear, impact on state regulatory bodies. “As a result of today’s decision, States may
find it necessary to change the composition of medical, dental, and other boards, but it is
not clear what sorts of changes are needed to satisfy the test that the Court now adopts.”
I d e o lo g i ca l T e ns i o n b e t w e e n Maj o r i t y an d D i ss e n t

“I see where the majority was coming from, but I side with the dissent on this one,”
observes Heath J. Szymczak, Buffalo, NY, cochair of the Tortious Interference
Subcommittee of the ABA Section of Litigation’s Business Torts & Unfair Competition
Committee. The majority’s opinion, in Szymczak’s view, distorts the holdings of Parker
and Midcal. “If the sole questions, as the majority purports to advance, are whether
there was a clear articulated anticompetitive state policy and active state supervision,
then there is no reason to dwell on the conduct itself. Instead, the majority seems preoccupied with using the alleged conduct to justify its divergence from Parker and force

M A J ORITY:

“Immunity for state agencies, therefore, requires more than a mere facade of state involvement, for it is
necessary in light of Parker’s rationale to ensure the States accept political accountability for anticompetitive
conduct they permit and control.”
—N.C. State Bd. of Dental Exam’rs v. FTC, No. 13-534, 135 S. Ct. 1101, 1114 (2015).
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DISSE NT:

“As a result of today’s decision, States may find it necessary to change the composition of medical, dental,
and other boards, but it is not clear what sort of changes are needed to satisfy the test that the Court now
adopts.”
—N.C. State Bd. of Dental Exam’rs v. FTC, No. 13-534, 135 S. Ct. 1101, 1122–23 (2015) (Alito, J. dissenting).

a state board into a Midcal framework, which involved a private trade association,” not a
regulatory body created by the state, Szymczak explains.
Other Section leaders view the dissent’s opinion as less beholden to precedent and
more tailored to ideology. “Federalism principles undoubtedly guided the dissent’s
conclusion; however, what the dissent misses in its analysis is that the purpose of the
Midcal test is to confirm a state’s control over the actor, not to nullify a state’s ability to
regulate its internal affairs,” says S. Kirk Ingebretsen, Denver, CO, cochair of the Section
of Litigation’s Consumer Litigation Committee. “Strict constructionism and originalism”
animated the dissent’s opinion, agrees Elizabeth S. Fenton, Wilmington, DE, cochair of
the Section’s Business Torts & Unfair Competition Committee.
M o r e S tat e S u p e r v i s i o n , o r F e w e r D e n t i s t s o n t h e B oa r d ?

“If the Board had gotten sign-off from the state that non-dentist teeth whitening was a
matter of public safety, [it] would have had immunity,” concludes Fenton. Because of the
North Carolina Board decision, “state boards will not have [antitrust] immunity if they act
unilaterally to protect their monopoly,” she says.
“The potential for conflicts of interest suggests that the state should have selected
more non-dentists among the board members,” notes Thomas G. Wilkinson Jr.,
Philadelphia, PA, cochair of the Conflicts of Interest Subcommittee of the Section’s
Ethics & Professionalism Committee. “It would seem beneficial to have some participation by members of the public who are not direct market participants on these regulatory bodies and to appoint a cross-section of practicing professionals who are not all
likely to have a financial interest in the outcome of the complaints,” says Wilkinson.
“Consumers must a have choice,” insists Ingebretsen. “Any action by a board that
expands the practice of a particular profession and prevents non-licensed individuals from conducting a particular activity should involve state review,” he opines. In the
absence of a state-sanctioned policy concerning teeth whitening, “the board’s unilateral action arguably was not made with the public good in mind,” suggests Fenton.
“Even if the board had been composed of more non-dentists or others without a
financial motive to discourage competition for teeth-whitening services, the Court still
could have reached the same outcome,” argues Frederick H. Riesmeyer II, Kansas City,
MO, cochair of the Unfair Trade Practices Subcommittee of the Section’s Business Torts
& Unfair Competition Committee. “Maybe the board couldn’t have done anything” to
avoid this result. Rather, North Carolina “needed to be sure there was a clearly articulated policy and also set supervision in place. This needs to be done by the policy makers, not the board,” Riesmeyer emphasizes.

state-created boards
should be mindful to
analyze “each of their
core functions and
assess whether their
activities may be subject to an antitrust
challenge,” suggests Wilkinson.
“I think that the dissent makes an
excellent point that the new rule articulated by the Court will create uncertainty
for state boards, not only in dentistry,
but for other professions as well,” warns
Szymczak. “The majority’s suggestion that
individual board members ‘may’ not be
subject to monetary damages (or that the
state might defend and indemnify them)
will likely be of little consolation.”
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The North Carolina Board opinion has already had a direct impact on at least one state
bar association. The Pennsylvania state bar “has at least temporarily stopped issuing
cease-and-desist letters and has been turning over unauthorized practice of law complaints to the attorney general for handling due to the North Carolina State Board of
Dental Examiners case,” notes Wilkinson.
The board argued that denying state-action antitrust immunity to state boards, and
opening members to potential liability for money damages, could discourage members
of regulated professions from participating in state governments. Some Section leaders
believe such fear is a legitimate concern. As a result of the North Carolina Board decision,

ABA Section of Litigation Ethics & Professionalism
Committee, http://bit.ly/ethics-professionalism.
Mark Walsh, “Dental Board Ruling May Drill into
State Bar Associations’ Immunity,” ABA Journal
(May 1, 2015), available at http://bit.ly/dentalboard.
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